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As the world’s largest healthcare company, Johnson & Johnson and its subsidiaries (the 

“Company”) have been bringing lifesaving and life-changing solutions to patients and 

consumers around the world for more than 130 years. The Company has approximately 

132,200 employees worldwide engaged in the research and development, manufacture and 

sale of a broad range of products in the health care field. The Company conducts business in 

virtually all countries of the world, focusing on products related to human health and well-being.  

We recognize that the opioid crisis is a complex public health challenge and the Company is 

committed to working collaboratively to help communities and people in need. By building on 

our legacy in advancing public health, we are working with frontline health care professionals, 

academic institutions, policymakers, online communities and others to address the unmet needs 

of those impacted by this crisis. To date, the Company has sponsored education programs for 

hundreds of thousands of doctors, nurses and pharmacists across America, helping to better 

equip them to fight substance abuse and addiction. Finding solutions to this crisis requires 

collaboration among many stakeholders, and we believe that furthering these collaborations are 

where the Company can have the greatest impact.  

On April 23, 2020, the Company’s shareholders approved a proposal (the “Proposal”) at the 

Company’s Annual Meeting of Shareholders calling upon the Board of Directors (the “Board”) 

to issue a report to shareholders describing the governance measures that the Company has 

implemented since 2012 to more effectively monitor and manage financial and reputational 

risks related to the opioid crisis, given sales by the Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies of 

Johnson & Johnson (Janssen) of opioid medications.  

In response to the Proposal, the Board has prepared this report (“Report”) for dissemination to 

the Company’s shareholders. This Report is divided into the four following sections:  



I. Overview of Our Business  

II. Governance Measures to Monitor Risks  

III. Executive Compensation Metrics  

IV. Mechanisms for Obtaining Input from Stakeholders  

I. Overview of Our Business 

With Our Credo as the foundation, Johnson & Johnson’s purpose is to blend heart, science and 

ingenuity to profoundly change the trajectory of health for humanity. The Company is broadly 

based in human healthcare, and is committed to creating value by developing accessible, high 

quality, innovative products and services to improve health for people today and for future 

generations. United around this common ambition, the Company is committed to fulfilling its 

purpose and successfully meeting the demands of the rapidly evolving health care needs of 

patients, providers and consumers.  

The Company is organized into three business segments: Consumer Health, Pharmaceutical 

and Medical Devices. The Consumer Health segment includes a broad range of products used 

in the baby care, oral care, beauty, over-the-counter pharmaceutical, women’s health and 

wound care markets. These products are marketed to the general public and sold both to retail 

outlets and distributors throughout the world. The Pharmaceutical segment is focused on six 

therapeutic areas, including immunology, infectious diseases and vaccines, neuroscience, 

oncology, pulmonary hypertension, and cardiovascular and metabolic diseases. Products in this 

segment are distributed directly to retailers, wholesalers, hospitals and health care professionals 

and dispensed through prescriptions. The Medical Devices segment includes a broad range of 

products used in the orthopaedic, surgery, interventional solutions (cardiovascular and 

neurovascular) and eye health fields. These products are distributed to wholesalers, hospitals 

and retailers, and used principally in the professional fields by physicians, nurses, hospitals, eye 

care professionals and clinics. 

  



Role of Prescription Opioids Medicines in the Company’s Business 

Janssen aspires to transform lives by bringing safe and effective prescription medicines to 

patients, as well as providing the services and support that contribute to healthy outcomes. 

Pain is a uniquely personal experience and, left untreated, can have a significant impact on 

patients’ quality of life. Janssen and the global healthcare community agree on the importance 

of striking a balance between offering legitimate pain relief to those who need it and preventing 

abuse of these medications. Chronic-pain sufferers have limited treatment options, all of which 

come with their own risks, side effects, and limitations. The Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC) estimates nearly 50 million Americans suffer from chronic pain.  

In an effort to address this patient need, Janssen responsibly provided needed treatment 

options to physicians for their patients suffering from pain. More specifically, Janssen developed 

and previously promoted and manufactured two types of Schedule II prescription opioid 

medicines – a transdermal patch and a crush-resistant tablet – designed to help patients 

suffering from severe pain. NUCYNTA® and NUCYNTA® ER (tapentadol), CII (an immediate 

release tablet and an extended-release tablet) and DURAGESIC® (fentanyl transdermal 

system), CII, are U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved prescription pain 

medications, which, since launch, have accounted for less than one percent of total opioid 

prescriptions in the United States. In March 2020, Janssen notified the FDA that it has delisted 

DURAGESIC® (for which it had ceased active U.S. marketing in April 2008) in the United States.  

The Company had earlier sold the U.S. marketing rights for NUCYNTA® ER and NUCYNTA® in 

April 2015. 

Janssen also sold and divested its opioid-related active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) supplier 

businesses in 2016. The divested subsidiaries, Tasmanian Alkaloids Pty, Ltd. and Noramco, 

Inc., produced medical-grade API for prescription opioid medicines. The former subsidiaries, like 

multiple other companies, supplied API to third-party pharmaceutical manufacturers, which in 

turn used them to manufacture prescription opioid medicines. Importantly, as suppliers, these 

former affiliates played no role in the manufacturing, sale or marketing of the finished products 

of other U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)-regulated manufacturers. Prior to their 

divestiture, these ingredients were sold only to DEA-licensed and approved manufacturers in 

amounts authorized in quotas established each year by the DEA.1  

 
1 Manufacturers Notice of Registration – 2015. Diversion Control 
Division. https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/manufact/reg/2015/fr0930_2.htm 

https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/fed_regs/manufact/reg/2015/fr0930_2.htm


Although the Company’s current prescription opioid-related business activities are immaterial, 

the Company has proactively taken steps to collaborate with health care professionals, 

academic institutions, policymakers, online communities and others to find ways to effectively 

address the opioid epidemic. With oversight by the Board of Directors, the Company has been 

transparent and updates our shareholders and the public regarding the steps taken to help 

address the opioid crisis through the Company-created resource, 

www.factsaboutourprescriptionopioids.com. In addition, this website provides information about 

the Company’s prior opioid activities, the related litigations and activities directed toward 

solutions. 

II. Governance Measures to Monitor Risks 

Effective risk management is an essential element of the Company’s current operations and 

long-term growth. To grow sustainably as an enterprise, the Company must balance opportunity 

and appropriate risk to innovate and reach more patients and consumers. To effectively identify 

and mitigate or manage risks, the Company requires strong collaboration between a number of 

internal groups: management, employees, leaders responsible for operations and functional 

compliance experts. These internal partners all work together in concert to ensure that the 

Company grows in an ethical and compliant manner. The Board of Directors also plays a key 

role in providing effective risk management oversight.  

The Company’s Approach to Enterprise Risk Management 

Responsible business practices serve as the foundation of the Company’s success and are 

imperative to protecting the broader healthcare system and the communities where its 

employees live and work. The Company nurtures a culture of ethical leadership and integrity in 

its diverse, skilled workforce, committed to serving all those who count on it to provide high-

quality, safe and reliable products. 

The Company’s approach to risk management begins with the design of its organization. 

Independent compliance functions, including legal, healthcare compliance, quality, privacy and 

medical safety, work closely with each of the Company’s business segments to identify risks 

and advise management as they collaborate to develop plans to mitigate or manage these risks. 

Although employees of each independent compliance function partner closely with management 

to provide timely, relevant guidance, they are supervised by leadership within their function. This 

reporting structure enables the compliance functions to ensure that compliance and risk 

management are prioritized across the enterprise. 



Robust compliance practices also require coordination among compliance functions. The 

Company’s Compliance Committee, composed of leaders from our compliance functions and 

other enterprise functions such as information security, human resources and finance, meet on 

a quarterly basis to share information on enterprise risks and trends and to develop solutions to 

manage or mitigate identified risks. Members of the Compliance Committee report to several 

key Committees of the Board, including the Audit Committee and Regulatory Compliance 

Committee, to ensure Board oversight of significant risks facing the Company (as discussed 

further below).  

The Company’s approach to overseeing risk is further articulated in its Enterprise Risk 

Management framework (ERM). The ERM is designed to identify risks that may affect the 

enterprise and manage the related risks and opportunities to ensure the Company will be able 

to meet its short- and long-term goals. The Company’s ERM categorizes risk as: strategic, 

operational, compliance (including legal and regulatory), financial and reporting, environmental 

and social, and cybersecurity. Within each category, management seeks to identify and 

remediate risks, enable improved decision-making and prioritization, and promote monitoring 

and reporting across compliance functions. Management is responsible for creating, and the 

day-to-day management of, appropriate risk management procedures. For more information 

about the Company's ERM, please see www.jnj.com/about-jnj/enterprise-risk-management-

framework.  

The Company’s risk management practices are also supported by its employees around the 

globe, who are inspired by Our Credo in all that they do. Employees are engaged in risk 

management through the Company’s Code of Business Conduct, which applies to all its 

employees worldwide. The Code of Business Conduct is designed to inform employees of 

relevant laws, Company policies and ethical standards for decisions and actions in every market 

where the Company operates to help identify risks and ensure compliant practices. The Code of 

Business Conduct also provides guidance on where to turn for help and how to escalate risks 

and concerns. Management around the globe is reminded annually of the requirements of this 

policy, and the Company acts swiftly to review any reported violations of the Code of Business 

Conduct, compliance policies, laws or regulations. All Company employees are required to 

complete training every other year on the Code of Business Conduct.  

In addition to the escalation procedure described in the Code of Business Conduct, the 

Company’s Credo Hotline is an integral component of its strong compliance culture. The Credo 

Hotline is a mechanism that provides a channel for all employees, contingent workers, 

http://www.jnj.com/about-jnj/enterprise-risk-management-framework
http://www.jnj.com/about-jnj/enterprise-risk-management-framework


customers, third-party agencies and other partners to report potential violations or whistleblower 

complaints, as well as file concerns anonymously, where legally permitted. Additionally, 

employees can report potential violations through other methods (by phone or e-mail, etc.) 

within their local business unit or to Corporate Internal Audit, Healthcare Compliance, the Law 

Department, Global Security or the Human Resources organizations. 

Oversight by the Board of Directors 

The Board is responsible for overseeing management's execution of its risk management 

responsibilities and for assessing the Company’s approach to risk management of its business 

operations, including its former prescription opioid products. The Board’s oversight of risk is an 

integral element of its oversight of the Company and seeks to ensure that management has 

processes and internal control frameworks in place to appropriately identify and manage risk, 

including risks related to litigation and reputation. Throughout the year, the Board and its 

relevant Committees receive updates from management regarding various enterprise risks and 

work to ensure that management has plans in place to appropriately mitigate these risks and 

identify future risks. The Board actively engages with management to understand and oversee 

the Company’s most significant risks in a comprehensive way, including as follows: 

• The Board reviews and discusses strategic, operational, financial and reporting, 

reputational and compliance risks, including risks related to opioid products. 

• Throughout the year, the Board and the applicable Committees receive updates from 

management regarding various enterprise risk management issues and risks related to 

our business segments, including risks related to drug pricing, litigation, product quality 

and safety, reputation and sustainability. 

• The Board consults with external advisors, including outside counsel, consultants and 

industry experts, to ensure that it is well informed about the risks and opportunities 

facing the Company. 

• Independent Directors hold regularly scheduled Executive Sessions without 

management present to discuss risks facing the Company and its businesses, as well as 

its risk management practices. In certain Committees, Independent Directors also meet 

in private session with management and compliance leaders. 

• In addition, the Board has tasked designated Committees of the Board to assist with the 

oversight of certain categories of risk management, and the Committees report to the full 

Board on these matters following Committee meetings. Each Committee reviews its 



charter on an annual basis to ensure oversight is evolving with the business and 

business environment. 

Board Committees 

The Board has also entrusted its Committees to oversee certain risks that fit within each 

Committee’s area of expertise. The Board has a standing Audit Committee, Compensation & 

Benefits Committee, Nominating & Corporate Governance Committee, Regulatory Compliance 

Committee and Science, Technology & Sustainability Committee, each composed entirely of 

non-employee Directors determined to be “independent” under the listing standards of the 

NYSE and our Standards of Independence. Under their written charters adopted by the Board, 

each of these Committees is authorized and assured of appropriate funding to retain and 

consult with external advisors, consultants, and counsel.  

 Audit Committee 

The Audit Committee oversees the Company’s financial management, accounting and reporting 

processes and practices, and related risks. Its members appoint, retain and compensate the 

Company’s independent auditor, and oversee the Company’s internal audit organization and the 

results of its audits. The Audit Committee oversees the quality and adequacy of the Company’s 

internal accounting controls and procedures, reviews and monitors financial reporting 

compliance and practices, and the applicable disclosure controls. This Committee also oversees 

the processes used by management to assess and manage the Company’s exposure to 

financial risk, including financial risk related to litigation. Its members meet periodically with the 

Company’s independent auditor, management and internal auditors (including in private 

sessions) to review their work and confirm that they are properly discharging their respective 

responsibilities and appropriately managing risk.  

Compensation & Benefits Committee 

The Compensation & Benefits Committee establishes the Company’s executive compensation 

philosophy and principles are aligned with Our Credo values. This Committee reviews the 

compensation for the Company’s Chief Executive Officer, which upon its recommendation must 

be approved by the Independent Directors of the Board. The Compensation & Benefits 

Committee also approves compensation for other executive officers and oversees the design 

and management of various pension, long-term incentive, savings, health and other benefit 

plans that apply to all of the Company’s employees. For more information on how the 



Compensation & Benefits Committee oversees risk, please see the Executive Compensation 

Metrics section on p. [9] of this report. 

Nominating & Corporate Governance Committee 

The Nominating & Corporate Governance Committee oversees matters of the Company’s 

corporate governance, including establishing and regularly assessing the Board’s policies, 

practices and leadership structure. This Committee also oversees performance evaluations for 

the Board and its Committees to ensure that each Director can share his or her perspectives on 

Board and Committee performance, and the results of these evaluations are shared with the full 

Board of Directors. The Committee also oversees compliance with the Code of Business 

Conduct & Ethics for Members of the Board of Directors and Executive Officers. To ensure that 

the Board is represented by diverse perspectives, the Nominating & Governance Committee 

reviews potential candidates to serve on the Board and recommends Director nominees to the 

Board for approval.  

Regulatory Compliance Committee 

The Regulatory Compliance Committee was established by the Board in 2013 to oversee 

regulatory compliance, healthcare compliance, compliance with anti-corruption laws and 

regulations related to the manufacture and supply of the Company’s products. In 2018, the 

Regulatory Compliance Committee, in addition to its annual review of its charter and relevant 

regulatory frameworks, analyzed operational risks facing the Company, and benchmarked the 

oversight practices of peer companies. As a result of this analysis, in 2019 the Committee 

adopted a revised Committee charter that prioritizes the Board’s oversight of management’s 

efforts to comply with and operate within a specialized regulatory framework, in particular with 

respect to healthcare compliance, product quality and medical safety. 

Under its current charter, the Regulatory Compliance Committee also oversees the Company’s 

compliance with applicable laws and regulations, including the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices 

Act and other anti-corruption laws, as well the Company’s risk management programs and 

policies related to supply chain, environmental regulations, employee health and safety, privacy, 

cybersecurity and political expenditures. The members of this Committee meet in private 

session with key compliance leaders, including the Chief Quality Officer, Chief Compliance 



Officer, Chief Medical Officer, and General Counsel to ensure that the Committee has adequate 

information to oversee the Company’s compliance and risk management practices.  

Science, Technology & Sustainability Committee 

The Science, Technology & Sustainability Committee monitors and reviews the overall strategy, 

priorities and effectiveness of the Company’s research and development organization and 

provides oversight of the scientific and technological aspects of medical safety matters. The 

Science, Technology & Sustainability Committee also assists the Board in identifying significant 

emerging science and technology policy and public health issues and trends that may impact 

overall business strategy. The Committee oversees the Company’s environmental, social and 

governance policies and programs to ensure that they are designed to promote sustainable 

business practices and mitigate related risks. 

The following graphic highlights certain risks overseen by the Committees: 

 

 

III. Executive Compensation Metrics 

With the oversight of the Compensation & Benefits Committee, the Company designs its 

executive compensation programs to achieve its goals of attracting, developing, and retaining 

global business leaders who can drive financial and strategic growth objectives and build long-

term shareholder value.  



The Company uses the following guiding principles to design its compensation programs: 

• Pay for Performance: The Company ties annual bonuses and long-term incentive 

grants to the performance of the Company, the individual’s business unit or function, and 

the individual. 

• Accountability for Short-Term and Long-Term Performance: The Company 

structures performance-based compensation to reward an appropriate balance of short-

term and long-term financial and strategic business results, with an emphasis on 

managing the business for long-term results. 

• Alignment to Shareholders’ Interests: The Company structures performance-based 

compensation to align the interests of its named executive officers with the long-term 

interests of its shareholders. 

• Competitiveness: The Company compares its practices against appropriate peer 

companies that are of similar size and complexity, so it can continue to attract, retain, 

and motivate high-performing executives. 

The Board believes that a key element of its risk oversight responsibilities is considering 

whether the Company’s executive compensation programs incentivize its leaders to take 

excessive risks. The Board’s Compensation & Benefits Committee reviews the Company's 

financial performance, as well as other strategic factors, including product quality metrics, talent 

development metrics and diversity metrics to ensure that leaders are driving long-term growth in 

a manner aligned with Our Credo values.  

Each year, the Compensation & Benefits Committee reviews the performance of the Company’s 

Chief Executive Officer and Executive Committee members using these metrics. It also 

oversees the design of the Company’s executive compensation programs to ensure that the 

programs do not incentivize its executive officers, either individually or as a group, to make 

excessively risky business decisions that could maximize short-term results at the expense of 

long-term value. The Committee are informed of the Company’s most significant risks, including 

litigation, drug pricing and product quality. In consultation with its independent compensation 

consultant, the Compensation & Benefits Committee ensures that the Company’s executive 

compensation programs are aligned with its long-term strategy and do not incentivize overly 

risky behavior. 

Please see the Compensation Discussion and Analysis beginning on page 45 of Johnson & 

Johnson’s 2020 Proxy Statement for a complete discussion of the Company’s compensation 

programs. 



IV. Mechanisms to Obtain Input from Stakeholders 

The Company appreciates that stakeholder expectations and the business environment in which 

we operate constantly evolve. To identify and strategically address topics that shape our 

sustainability, governance and reporting strategy, we seek input and feedback from a wide array 

of stakeholders including, among others, customers, healthcare professionals, government 

agencies, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and shareholders.  

Our responsibility to our shareholders is one of our core Credo values and we prioritize 

meaningful engagement that promotes transparency. The Company regularly communicates 

and engages with our shareholders to better understand their viewpoints and inform the Board’s 

discussions. In early summer, the Company’s governance team reviews the voting results from 

the prior Annual Shareholders’ Meeting, the Company’s current performance and the external 

environment, as well as trends in corporate governance and executive compensation, to 

develop a plan for shareholder engagement during the fall. The Company reviews the plan with 

its outside advisors to ensure that its program is appropriately inclusive and focused on topics of 

greatest interest to its shareholders. 

We recognize that our shareholders have many different areas of interest, and for each 

engagement meeting we work to ensure that we have the right personnel available to have an 

informed and meaningful discussion on the topics that are most important to the participants.   

• In 2019, the Company reached out to shareholders representing approximately 45% of 

its shares outstanding and approximately 64% of its institutional ownership. 

• In 2019, the Company met with approximately 115 U.S. and international institutional 

shareholders representing approximately 35% of its shares outstanding and 

approximately 50% of our institutional ownership. 

• Prior to the 2020 Annual Meeting of Shareholders, the Company reached out to its top 

100 shareholders and sought a dialogue and feedback on the items of business and 

disclosure in our 2020 Proxy Statement.  

In addition to our shareholder engagement program, stakeholders may also contact the Board 

of Directors, the Lead Director and the Audit Committee to report any complaint or concern by 

writing a letter or through electronic submission available at 

https://www.investor.jnj.com/communication.cfm.   

The Board of Directors and management deeply values insight from the Company’s 

shareholders. The Company leadership continually shares shareholders’ and other 

https://www.investor.jnj.com/communication.cfm


stakeholders’ perspectives with the Board for its consideration, and the Company strives to 

continuously improve its disclosure to meet the expectations of shareholders. This report is a 

product of feedback received from shareholders during the 2020 Proxy season. 

 

 

Note to the Reader 

The information contained in this report is for informational purposes only and should 
not be construed as a commitment by the Company to engage in any specific strategy or 
course of action. This report speaks only as of the date hereof, and the Company 
undertakes no obligation to update this report as a result of new information or future 
events.  

The Company’s main corporate website address is www.jnj.com. This report and all of the 

Company’s SEC filings are available on the Company’s website at www.investor.jnj.com. All 

SEC filings are also available at the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov. 

Readers should note that the Company also posts opioid-related developments at 

www.factsaboutourprescriptionopioids.com. We use this website to communicate with investors 

and the public about our prescription opioid products, litigation and other matters. It is possible 

that the information we post to this website could be deemed to be material information. 

Therefore, we encourage investors and others interested in the Company to review the 

information posted to this website in conjunction with www.jnj.com, the Company's SEC filings, 

press releases, public conference calls and webcasts. 

 

Dated: October 5, 2020 

 

http://www.investor.jnj.com/
http://www.sec.gov/


    
    

     
      

   
  

   
     

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
    

    
   

  
   

    
 

   
  

   
 

 
 

   
   

  
 

   
     

     
  

                                                      
  

 
   
  

 
   

 
   

 

RESOLVED, that shareholders of Johnson & Johnson (“JNJ”) urge the Board of 
Directors (the “Board”) to report to shareholders describing the governance 
measures JNJ has implemented since 2012 to more effectively monitor and manage 
financial and reputational risks related to the opioid crisis, given JNJ’s sale of 
opioid medications, including whether increased centralization of JNJ’s corporate 
functions provides stronger oversight of such risks and any changes in how the 
Board oversees opioid-related matters, how incentive compensation for senior 
executives is determined, and how the Board obtains input regarding opioids from 
stakeholders. 

The report should be prepared at reasonable cost and should omit confidential and 
proprietary information. 

SUPPORTING STATEMENT 

Opioid abuse is undeniably a public health crisis. The Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention reported that in 2017, opioid abuse caused an average of over 130 
overdose deaths per day. The economic and social effects of the opioid crisis have 
been profound. A recent report pegged the cumulative economic toll of the opioid 
epidemic at over $1 trillion.1 Opioid use and dependency, according to a 2017 study, 
is a key factor in the decline in prime-age male labor force participation.2 

Sale of opioid medications creates legal and reputational risks for JNJ. JNJ recently 
received a grand jury subpoena from a New York U.S. Attorney’s Office related to 
the sale of opioids made by subsidiary Janssen.3 In August 2019, an Oklahoma 
judge ruled that Janssen engaged in “false, deceptive and misleading” marketing 
regarding opioids that contributed to the opioid crisis in Oklahoma, which 
constituted a “public nuisance,” and awarded the state of Oklahoma $572 million.4 

JNJ has offered to pay $4 billion to settle over 2,000 lawsuits by state and local 
governments claiming that JNJ’s marketing of opioid drugs, as well as its sale of 
opioid active ingredients to other drug makers, contributed to the opioid crisis.5 

In our view, Board-level oversight and governance reforms can play an important 
role in effectively addressing opioid-related risks and shareholders would benefit 
from a fuller understanding of how JNJ’s governance arrangements have changed 
since 2012 to do so more effectively. 

1 https://altarum.org/about/news-and-events/economic-toll-of-opioid-crisis-in-u-s-exceeded-1-trillion-since-
2001 
2 https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/1_krueger.pdf 
3 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-johnson-johnson-opioid-probe/justice-department-issues-grand-jury-
subpoenas-in-jj-opioid-probe-filing-idUSKBN1X72CB 
4 See https://fm.cnbc.com/applications/cnbc.com/resources/editorialfiles/2019/8/26/1044673351-20190826-
151346-.pdf. 
5 https://www.wsj.com/articles/j-j-offers-4-billion-opioid-litigation-settlement-11571247596 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/j-j-offers-4-billion-opioid-litigation-settlement-11571247596
https://fm.cnbc.com/applications/cnbc.com/resources/editorialfiles/2019/8/26/1044673351-20190826
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-johnson-johnson-opioid-probe/justice-department-issues-grand-jury
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/1_krueger.pdf
https://altarum.org/about/news-and-events/economic-toll-of-opioid-crisis-in-u-s-exceeded-1-trillion-since


 
     

  
  

 
 

 
 

 

                                                      
    

 

For example, reports indicate that JNJ has begun centralizing its famously 
decentralized corporate structure, including the compliance function,6 which could 
be expected to affect Board oversight of risks related to opioids. As well, it is not 
clear from JNJ’s proxy statements whether senior executive compensation 
incentives have changed to promote compliance or ethical behavior. 

We urge shareholders to vote for this proposal. 

6 See https://fortune.com/longform/johnson-and-johnson-global-500/ 

https://fortune.com/longform/johnson-and-johnson-global-500


   

         

         

         

       

       

        

    

  

  

       

       

 

           

         

            

         

     

       

         

     

              

        

           

         

      

       

        

             

      

        

     

            

       

         

     

 

Independent Board Chair 

RESOLVED: Shareholders request the Board of Directors adopt as policy, and amend the bylaws as 

necessary, to require henceforth that the Chair of the Board of Directors, whenever possible, be an 

independent member of the Board. This independence policy shall apply prospectively so as not to 

violate any contractual obligations. If the Board determines that a Chair who was independent when 

selected is no longer independent, the Board shall select a new Chair who satisfies the requirements of 

the policy within a reasonable amount of time. Compliance with this policy is waived if no independent 

director is available and willing to serve as Chair. 

Supporting Statement 

We believe: 

• The role of the CEO and management is to run the company. 

• The role of the Board of Directors is to provide independent oversight of management and the 

CEO. 

• There is a potential conflict of interest for a CEO to have an inside director act as Chair. 

In our view, shareholders are best served by an independent Board Chair who can provide a balance of 

power between the CEO and the Board. We believe that Johnson & Johnson’s Board should adopt best 

practice governance policies, including having an independent board chair. Taking this step is in the 

long-term interests of shareholders and will promote effective oversight of management. 

As of October 2018, 50% of the S&P 500 have separated the role of Chair and CEO approximately 30% of 

S&P 500 firms have an independent chair. McKesson, Cardinal Health and AmerisourceBergen have 

reached agreements to separate their chair and CEO positions. 

In August 2019, a judge in Oklahoma made a factual finding that Johnson & Johnson had intentionally 

played down the dangers and oversold the benefits of opioid treatment for chronic pain. The judge also 

concluded that the company‘s behavior caused a “public nuisance,” finding that had it had developed 

“false, misleading, and dangerous marketing campaigns” that had “caused exponentially increasing rates 

of addiction, overdose deaths” and babies born exposed to opioids. 

The company’s recent controversies also extend to claims that its talcum powder contained asbestos 

and caused cancer; it failed to warn that its blood-thinner Xarelto increased the risk of internal bleeding; 

and it did not adequately disclose the risks of its vaginal mesh implant. In July 2019, the U.S. Department 

of Justice launched a criminal probe into whether the Company lied about the possible cancer risks of its 

talcum powder. In October 2019, a Philadelphia jury reached a $8 billion verdict over the company’s 
marketing of the anti-psychotic drug Risperdal. 

In October 2019, the Wall Street Journal reported that at the time JNJ was “facing lawsuits from more 

than 100,000 plaintiffs over its product safety and marketing tactics.” 

In order to ensure that our Board can provide rigorous oversight for our Company and management 

with greater independence and accountability, we urge a vote FOR this shareholder proposal. 



 
 

   

 
   

   

 
 

 

   

 

March 16, 2020 

JOHNSON & JOHNSON 
Proposal for Independent Chair and 

Report on Governance of Opioids-Related Risks 

Trillium Asset Management 
Jonas Kron 
JKron@trilliuminvest.com 

Office of the Illinois State Treasurer 
Max Dulberger 
MDulberger@illinoistreasurer.gov 

Summary 

We are writing to urge Johnson & Johnson, Inc. (JNJ) shareholders to VOTE FOR ITEMS #5 (Independent Board Chair) and #6 (Report on Governance 
of Opioids-Related Risks) on the Company’s 2020 proxy: 

1) Shareholders are best served by an independent board chair who can provide the strongest form of independent oversight. In light of ongoing and 
significant controversies and legal challenges, a long history of material legal settlements, and reputational damage, JNJ’s Board should ensure rigorous 
oversight by adopting best practice governance policies, including an independent board chair. 

2) Shareholders would benefit from a report that discloses and documents the Board’s oversight responsibilities for opioid-related risks and the 
governance reforms the company has implemented to more effectively manage financial, legal, and reputational risks related to the opioid crisis. 
JNJ has declined to provide enhanced reporting related to opioid risk exposures despite repeated requests by investors. 

Shareholder Proposals 

1. Independent Board Chair: Shareholders request the Board of Directors adopt as policy, and amend the bylaws as necessary, to require henceforth that the 
Chair of the Board of Directors, whenever possible, be an independent member of the Board. This independence policy shall apply prospectively so as not 
to violate any contractual obligations. If the Board determines that a Chair who was independent when selected is no longer independent, the Board shall 
select a new Chair who satisfies the requirements of the policy within a reasonable amount of time. Compliance with this policy is waived if no independent 
director is available and willing to serve as Chair. 

This is not a solicitation of authority to vote your proxy. 
Please DO NOT send us your proxy card as it will not be accepted. 
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2. Report on Governance of Opioids-Related Risks: Shareholders of Johnson & Johnson (“JNJ”) urge the Board of Directors (the “Board”) to report to 
shareholders describing the governance measures JNJ has implemented since 2012 to more effectively monitor and manage financial and reputational risks 
related to the opioid crisis, given JNJ’s sale of opioid medications, including whether increased centralization of JNJ’s corporate functions provides 
stronger oversight of such risks and any changes in how the Board oversees opioid-related matters, how incentive compensation for senior executives is 
determined, and how the Board obtains input regarding opioids from stakeholders. 

Rationale for Voting “FOR” Proposal Number #5 and #6 

JNJ’s Board should ensure rigorous oversight by adopting best practice governance policies, including an independent board chair. 

- The Board opposes the shareholder proposal arguing that the presence of an independent Lead Director and the existing committee structure is 
“appropriately strong.” However, the Lead Director (in the position since 2012) sits on three other boards and the Board has had this committee structure 
for many years while these problems persisted and grew. It would appear that the existing structure is not up to the task. 

- We believe an independent lead director is not an adequate substitute for an independent board chairman. According to the EY Center for Board Matters, 
“They do not command the same authority as a board chair.”1 

- In 2017, another independent board chair proposal at JNJ received a 42.7% vote in support. 

- According to PWC’s 2019 survey of over 700 directors, 57% of directors surveyed who sit on a board with a chair/CEO say it is difficult to voice dissent. 
When the chairman and CEO are the same person, there is a greater risk that important questions will not get asked. 

- The Council of Institutional Investors, the authoritative voice on governance matters, supports independent chair governance because a “CEO who also 
serves as a chair can exert excessive influence on the board and its agenda.”2 

1 https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2018/11/20/todays-independent-board-leadership-landscape/ 
2 https://www.cii.org/independent_board. 

This is not a solicitation of authority to vote your proxy. 
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- A CEO who also serves as the chair may exert excessive influence on the board and its agenda, weakening the board’s oversight of management. Separating 
the chair and CEO positions can reduce this conflict, and an independent chair provides the most transparent separation of power between the CEO and the 
rest of the board.3 

- An in-depth report by Glass Lewis in 2016 on independent board chairman states “…that shareholders are better served when the board is led by an 
independent chairman who we believe is better able to oversee the executives of the Company and set a pro-shareholder agenda without the management 
conflicts that exists when a CEO or other executive also serves as chairman. This, in turn, leads to a more proactive and effective board of directors.”4 

JNJ fails to provide sufficient disclosure and reporting related to opioid risk exposures, despite repeated requests by investors. 

- JNJ provides inadequate disclosure on the Board’s oversight responsibilities for opioid-related risks and the governance measures the company has 
implemented since 2012 to more effectively manage financial, legal, and reputational risks related to the opioid crisis. 

- There remain unanswered questions and concerns about JNJ’s current and future opioid product lines, and the prospective risks and opportunities those 
present to investors. Opioid products are still listed on Janssen’s website,5 including Duragesic, and JNJ continues to sell the drug.  JNJ recently received a 
grand jury subpoena from a New York U.S. Attorney’s Office related to the sale of opioids made by subsidiary Janssen.6 In addition, JNJ continues to 
market opioid products in foreign countries, such as India.7  As such, investors are concerned about responsible sales and marketing practices, and the 
associated risk exposures to the company.  In addition, Janssen continues to sell several other narcotics and scheduled drugs, including Ultram and Ultracet, 
which have the capacity for abuse and may expose the company and investors to prospective risks. 

- In August 2019, an Oklahoma judge ruled that Janssen engaged in “false, deceptive and misleading” marketing regarding opioids that contributed to the 
opioid crisis in Oklahoma, which constituted a “public nuisance,” and awarded the state of Oklahoma $465 million.8 The judge found that the company had 
“caused exponentially increasing rates of addiction, overdose deaths” and babies born exposed to opioids. 

3 Ibid 
4 http://www.glasslewis.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/2016-In-Depth-Report-INDEPENDENT-BOARD-CHAIRMAN.pdf 
5 https://www.janssen.com/products 
6 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-johnson-johnson-opioid-probe/justice-department-issues-grand-jury-subpoenas-in-jj-opioid-probe-filing-idUSKBN1X72CB 
7 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/aug/27/india-opioids-crisis-us-pain-narcotics 
8 https://www.npr.org/2019/11/15/779439374/oklahoma-judge-shaves-107-million-off-opioid-decision-against-johnson-johnson 

This is not a solicitation of authority to vote your proxy. 
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- JNJ subtracts litigation expenses when it calculates EPS for purposes of awarding executive incentive pay. JNJ fails to disclose to shareholders why the 
Board believes executives should be insulated from the legal costs related to opioid litigation while shareholders continue to bear the costs. 

- We believe the Board should consider creating a separate committee of independent directors to investigate and issue a report relating to opioid-related risk 
exposures. The report would inform shareholders about the governance, risk management, and compliance mechanisms in place to manage the Company’s 
product safety risk exposures with a focus on its opioid business lines. The boards of several companies, including Endo Pharmaceutical, McKesson, 
Cardinal Health, CVS, and Walgreens, have produced similar reports.9 

- The Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB), which provides a framework for identifying material issues, notes that JNJ does not provide robust 
disclosures with metrics on the majority of material risk areas it faces, including: (1) drug safety, (2) ethical marketing, (3) supply chain management, and 
(4) business ethics, among other material topics identified. 

- Given the company’s past conduct and ongoing exposure to financial and other risks related to the opioid crisis, we believe it is relevant that JNJ inform its 
investors as to the structures and processes designed to safeguard our investment. 

Conclusion 

In order to ensure that our Board can provide rigorous oversight and transparency and ensure greater independence and accountability, we urge a vote FOR these 
shareholder proposals. 

9 Cardinal Health: https://www.cardinalhealth.com/en/about-us/corporate-citizenship/ethics-and-governance/board-engagement-and-governance.htm; Walgreens: 
https://s1.q4cdn.com/343380161/files/doc_downloads/governance_guidelines/Board-Report-on-Oversight-of-Risk-Related-to-Opioids-June-2019-rev.-August-
2019.pdf; CVS: https://cvshealth.com/sites/default/files/cvs-health-boards-role-in-opioid-action-plan.pdf; McKesson: https://www.mckesson.com/documents/about-
mckesson/board-response-to-teamsters/ 

This is not a solicitation of authority to vote your proxy. 
Please DO NOT send us your proxy card as it will not be accepted. 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: The cost of this communication is being borne entirely by Trillium Asset Management, LLC and the Office of the Illinois State 
Treasurer. The foregoing information may be disseminated to shareholders via telephone, U.S. mail, e-mail, certain websites and certain social media venues, 
and should not be construed as investment advice or as a solicitation of authority to vote your proxy. Proxy cards will not be accepted by Trillium or the State 
Treasurer of Illinois. To vote your proxy, please follow the instructions on your proxy card. These written materials may be submitted pursuant to Rule 14a-6(g) 
(1) promulgated under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The views expressed are those of the authors as of the date referenced and are subject to change at 
any time based on market or other conditions. These views are not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future results. These views may 
not be relied upon as investment advice. The information provided in this material should not be considered a recommendation to buy or sell any of the 
securities mentioned. It should not be assumed that investments in such securities have been or will be profitable. To the extent specific securities are mentioned, 
they have been selected by the authors on an objective basis to illustrate views expressed in the commentary and do not represent all of the securities purchased, 
sold or recommended for advisory clients. The information contained herein has been prepared from sources believed reliable but is not guaranteed by us as to 
its timeliness or accuracy, and is not a complete summary or statement of all available data. This piece is for informational purposes and should not be 
construed as a research report. 
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